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A general theory for pointwise completeness and degeneracy of functional dif- 
ferential equations in infinite dimensional spaces is presented. For the basis of the 
theory, a fundamental solution and a retarded resolvent are introduced and the fact 
that the Laplace transform of the fundamental solution is the retarded resolvent is 
proved. The concepts of exact and approximate pointwise completeness are defined 
by the (attainable) sets of all possible mild solutions of the equations and are 
investigated in the framework of linear operator theory. A necessary and sufficient 
condition and a negative result for exact pointwise completeness are given. The 
degenerate space is defined by the orthogonal complement of the attainable set and 
various characterizations of the space in terms of fundamental solution and/or coef- 
ficient operators are established with some examples. Interesting characterizations 
of the full degenerate set in terms of retarded resolvent and generalized eigen- 
functions, which extend the well-known finite-dimensional degeneracy conditions, 
are also established. ( IYX7 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUC-~I~N 
Suppose that we are given a control system described by 
dx(f) 
--=AA,x(t)+u(t) 
dr 
on a Banach space X, where A, generates a C,-semigroup r(t), and u(t) 
denotes a control. Consider the feedback controilabiiity when the control 
u(t) is given by a linear delay feedback 
I 
0 
u(r) = 4(s) 4s + t), h > 0, 
-h 
where 9 is a Stieltjes measure on X. This leads to the following problem: 
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For the retarded functional differential equation (E) 
dx(t) -=Aox(t)+~o dq(s)x(s+t), 
dt 
t > 0, 
-h 
x(O) =go, 4s) =g’(s), SE C-h, O), 
does the attainable set dr of all possible (mild) solutions x(t) of (E) at time 
t fill X or not? If not, determine the structure of the orthogonal com- 
plement JZJ~ (which is called the degenerate space) of &,. 
This problem is called pointwise completeness or degeneracy. It was 
Weiss [44] who first posed the problem in his study of controllability for 
delay-differential equations in Euclidean space R”. In case of X= R”, the 
problem has been studied in many literatures [2, 3, 10, 13, 14, 16, 22, 23, 
27, 28, 37, 46, 473 which have treated functional differential equations of 
retarded and neutral type in the space C( [ -h, 01; R”) of initial functions 
and the results obtained there are applied to various control problems [l, 
4, 5, 6, 15, 361. It is also important to solve the problem in studying 
optimal control theory of infinite-dimensional retarded systems, especially 
for the existence of bang-bang controls 1331. Among those papers Kappel 
[27,28] has obtained interesting necessary and sufficient degeneracy con- 
ditions for general retarded functional differential equations in R” and 
developed an algebraic theory of degenerate delay-differential equations 
with discrete time delays. The only one author who studied the problem in 
infinite-dimensional space is Charrier [ 11, 121. His articles give examples 
of degenerate delay-differential equations in a Hilbert space, but do not 
give any detailed study as in [27,28]. 
The purpose of this paper is to develop a general theory for pointwise 
completeness and degeneracy of (E) in infinite dimensional (Banach) 
spaces with the aid of linear operator theory. We employ the functional dif- 
ferential equation (E) with bounded Stieltjes measure 9 and initial data 
(g’,g’)EXxL,([-h,O];X) (l<p<a), which is studied in Nakagiri 
[33]. In [33] the fundamental solution G(t) of (E) is constructed and a 
variation of constant formula of (mild) solutions is established. Now we 
shall explain the results obtained in this paper. Section 2 gives the 
background of our degeneracy theory. The notations and terminology to 
be used in the paper is given in Subsection 2.1. In Subsection 2.2 we 
introduce the retarded resolvent R(A; A,, q) = (A - A, - lOh e’” dq(s))- ’ 
and prove the useful fact that the Laplace transform of G(t) is R(A; A,, q). 
At the same time a commutative relation between G(t) and (A,, q) is 
shown. We also introduce the retarded adjoint equation and give an 
elementary adjoint theory in Subsection 2.3. By taking into account that X 
is infinite dimensional, we define two types of pointwise completeness by 
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the attainable set .d,,; one is exact pointwise completeness and the other is 
approximate pointwise completeness. A necessary and sufficient condition 
for exact pointwise completeness is established in Section 3. It is also 
shown in this section that if T(r) is a compact semigroup, then exact 
pointwise completeness does not hold for any t > 0. Clearly the 
approximate pointwise completeness in time t is equivalent to JX!~ = {O). 
Thus we study the structure of degenerate spaces in Section 4. 
Two characterizations of the space .@‘t in terms of G(r) and/or q(s) are 
established. One of which is the main result in this paper, namely we show 
that J.C = fL,cr+lr . . Ker G*(s), where Ker G*(s) denotes the null space of 
the adjoint operator of G(s). Illustrative examples of degenerate spaces are 
also given in Section 4. Finally in Section 5, we establish a characterization 
of the full degenerate set E* = U,>,) .d: in terms of the retarded resolvent 
under the basic assumption that X is a Hilbert space. After a spectral 
theory for (E) in the space Xx L,( [ -h, 0); X) is given, certain relations 
between the full degenerate set and the generalized eigenfunctions 
associated with (E) are clarified. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Notation and Termino1og.v 
The sets of real and complex numbers are denoted by R’ and C’, respec- 
tively. R+ denotes the set of nonnegative numbers and R” denotes the 
n-dimensional Euclidean space with norm / I. Let X and W be real 
(separable) Banach spaces with norms I/ ‘11 and (I.11 w, respectively. For 
E c X the closure of E and the linear hull of E are denoted by Cl(E) and 
span E. The adjoint spaces of X and W are denoted by X* and W* and 
their norms are denoted by II ‘1) * and 11 . (I W*, respectively. For a closed 
linear operator A on a dense domain D(A) c W into W, its adjoint 
operator is denoted by A*. The symbols Im A and Ker A will denote the 
image and the null space of A, respectively. The duality pairing between X 
and X* is denoted by ( , > and the pairing between W and W* by 
( , ) w, ,+,*. P’( W, X) denotes the Banach space of bounded linear operators 
from W into X. When W= X, U( W, X) is denoted by Y(X). Every 
operator norm simply is denoted by II /I. 
Given an interval Zc R’, L,(Z; X) and C(Z; X) will denote the usual 
Banach space of X-valued measurable functions which are p-Bochner 
integrable (1 <p < co) or essentially bounded (p = co) on I and the Banach 
space of strongly continuous functions on Z, respectively. The norm of 
L,(Z; X) is denoted by //. Ily,,. For each integer k 3 1, Wb”(Z; X) denotes the 
Sobolev space of X-valued functions x on Z such that x and its dis- 
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tributional derivatives up to order k belong to L,(Z; X). The symbol 
C’(Z; X) denotes the Banach space of all k-times continuously differentiable 
functions from Z into A’. LF( R + ; X) (resp. C( R + ; X)) will denote the 
Frechet space of functions which belong to Lp( [0, t]; X) (resp. 
C( [0, r]; X)) for any t > 0. Let M,(Z; X) denote the product Banach space 
Xx L,(Z; X) with norm 
II&,,,;*)= l/~“ll + Ildll,.,~ g = (god ) E M/AZ; w. 
The function x, denotes the characteristic function of the interval I. For a 
measurable function X: R+ + X, its Laplace transform Lx = ,t is defined 
by .<(;.)=S; eP”’ I dt whenever the integral exists. If x satisfies 
lI.u(t)ll d Mr’“, t E R+ for some M > 0 and p E R’, then .<(jb) can be defined 
in Re i. > p and is analytic there. 
2.2. Fundamental Solution, Mild Solution, and Retarded Resolvent 
Let h > 0 be fixed and I,, = C-h, 01. Consider the following linear 
retarded functional differential equation (E) on X: 
A(t) 
-=A,,s(t)+ 1” tlf ri~(.v).K(.s+t)+.f’(t) a.e. t>O (2.1) - ii 
.Y( 0) = go, x(s) =g’(s) a.e. .Y E [ -/I, 0), (2.2) 
whereg=(g”,g’)EMp(Z,,;X),.f‘EL~‘(Rt;X),p, qE[l,z], A,generates 
a C,-semigroup [ T(t): t 3 0) on X and q is the Stieltjes measure given by 
,,, 
v(s) = - c xc 7.. h,,(S) A,.- j, ‘WC) &, s E I,, (2.3) r -= I 
Here in (2.3) it is assumed that O<h, < ... <h,,,<h; A,EY(X) 
(r = 1, . . . . m) and D( .) E L,(Z,,; Y(X)). Then the delayed term 
j(I,, dq(s) X(S + t) in (2.1) is written by 
f A..x(i-h,)+/“,~D(.~)x(r+s)ds. 
r= I 
For the use in latter sections we extend y](s) on R’ by 
q(s)=0 for s>O and g(s)=q(-h) for s< -h, 
and put 
vro(s) = Aoxco,(s) + vl(.sL 
where 0 is the null operator on X. 
s E R’, 
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Let G(t) be the fundamental solution of (E), which is a unique solution 
of 
T(t)+ j’T(t-s) j” dr/(<)G(<+s)ds, t>O 
G(t)= 0 ph (2.4) 
0, t < 0. 
Since T(t) is a Co-semigroup, there exist M> 0 and o > 0 such that 
II T(t)ll 6 Mew!, t 3 0. It is shown in [33] that G(t) is strongly continuous 
on Rf and satisfies 
llG(t)ll <Me(‘“+M’VarP)‘, t > 0, (2.5) 
where Var 4 = C:, , IIA, II + j”h ll~(t)ll &. 
If the condition 
D(‘)E &(I,,; UP, l/p + l/p’ = 1 (2.6) 
is satisfied, then for each t E R+ the operator valued function U, on I, 
defined by 
, , I  
u,(s)= 1 G(t-s-h,)A,Xc~h,,O,(S) 
r=l 
+ j’ G(t-s+5)D([)d<, a.e. sel, 
ph 
(2.7) 
belongs to LJZ,,; y(X)). This follows from the Hausdorff-Young 
inequality. Hence the function 
x( t;.f; g) = i“ G( t - s).f’(s) ds 
0 
+ (G(t) go + j0,7 u,(s) g’(.y) ds), t30 (2.8) 
is well defined and is a member of C(R + ; X). It is not difficult to derive the 
estimate 
Il-dtLL s)ll G (MO Il&p(/*; X) + M, Ilf( ‘)llq,p3.r]) eyor2 t30, (2.9) 
where MO, M, , and y. are constants depending only on p, q, yl, and A,. 
The following theorem is proved in [33]. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let (2.6) be satisfied. Then the function x(t) = x( t;i g) in 
(2.8) is the unique solution of the following functional integral equation; 
T(t)g’+j’T(t-s)f(s)ds 
0 
x(t) = +/‘T(r-S)/” dv(t:)x(s+t)ds, t30 (2.10) 
0 ~ h 
s’(t) a.e. tE[-h,O). 
In the sense of Theorem 2.1 we shall call this x(t) the mild solution of 
(E). Since we use the class of mild solutions (2.8) to investigate the proper- 
ties of attainable sets for (E), the condition (2.6) is always assumed. 
Remark 2.1. Assume furthermore in Theorem 2.1 that X is reflexive, 
the strong derivatives ,f’ E Lp(R+; X) and g” E L,(Z,; X) exist and 
g’(0)=g”ED(Ao). Then the function x(t)=x(t;S, g) in (2.8) is a strong 
solution of (E), i.e., x(t) E D( A o) for a.e. t > 0, x(t) is strongly differentiable 
and satisfies (2.1) and (2.2) (cf. [33]). 
Remark 2.2. If A, is bounded, then the fundamental solution G(t) also 
satisfies the equation 
Z-j’G(t-s)+s)ds, t>,O 
G(r) = 0 (2.11) 
0, t < 0, 
where I denotes the identity operator on X. In this case the function 
x(t;,f, g) in (2.8) can be rewritten as 
.4c.L g) = j-’ G(t - s).f(s) ds 0 
+ i G(t)g”+J‘o 4 ~‘WhoWM (2.12) h 0 
and satisfies (2.1). 
Now we introduce the retarded resolvent R(/Z; A,, q), which is the boun- 
ded inverse of (AZ- A,0 - sO.h ei.” dq(s)). The purpose here is to establish the 
basic relation that G(A) = R(A; A,, q), where G(1) denotes the Laplace 
transform of G(t). 
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For each I EC’ we define the densely defined closed linear operator 
d(J) = A(4 A,, rl) by 
A(%)=iZ-Ao-j~hei’drf(s). (2.13) 
The retarded resolvent set p(A,, q) we understand the set of all values I in 
C” for which the operator d(l) has a bounded inverse with dense domain 
in A’. In this case d(A)’ is denoted by R(I.; A,, v) and is called the retar- 
ded resolvent. The complement of p(A,, q) in the complex plane is called 
the retarded spectrum and is denoted by a(A,, q). The three different types 
of spectrum, that is, the point retarded spectrum a,(A,, yl), the continuous 
retarded spectrum cr,(A,, q), and the residual retarded spectrum o,(A,, q) 
will be defined as in the usual manner (see Kato [29], for example). We 
note that 1” E a,(A,, yl) if and only if there exists a nonzero go E D(A,) such 
that A(i = 0. The value AE o,(A,, v) is often called the characteristic 
value of d(A). When X is finite dimensional, a(A,, q)=a,(A,, q)= 
{i.:detd(A)=O} and the order of each in a(A,, q) as a pole of d(A) is 
finite (Hale [24]). 
LEMMA 2.1. The retarded resolvent set p(A,, 9) is open in C’ and the 
retarded resolvent R(& A,, q) is analytic in 3. on p(A,, q). 
Proqf: Let I. E p(A,, q) and p E C’. The assertion of this lemma follows 
from the relation 
d(p)=d(l.) Z-d(i)~~i(l:-I/iI-jo,~(ej’-e~~~)drl(s) 
i 11 
. 
Note that lim,,, ;. j”,1 (e”’ -e{‘“) dq(s) = 0 in P’(X). 
Remark 2.3. For each natural number n the nth derivative 
(d”/d3,“) R(l; A,, ye) can be represented by a polynomial of R(& A,, q) and 
so-,, sr e’” dq(s), r = 0, 1, . . . . n. For example, 
$ R(& A,, q) = -R(& A,, yl)* - R(& A,, q) j” se”” dr,$s) R(I; Ao, q). 
h 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 
w,=inf{cr: IIG(t)ll <Me”‘, t3OforsomeM>O}. (2.14) 
If Re Iti > coo, then i E p(A,, ye) and the retarded resolvent R(I; A,, q) is given 
by the Laplace transform of G(t), i.e., 
R(& A,, 9) = lox e --” G(t) dt. (2.15) 
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Moreover if x0 E D( A,), then 
1 Il+iy 
G( t ) x0 = s-lim - 
y-cc 2ni s 
e”‘R(%; A,,, q) x0 dJ, t>O,fi>o,, (2.16) 
&,y 
where the above strong limit exists uniformly on any compact sets in 
R+ - {O}. 
Proof: Since G(t) satisfies (2.5), the Laplace transform &,I) exists for 
Re A > y0 = o + M. Var q. It is evident that C?(A) is bounded and satisfies 
Il&%)ll d M( Re i, - yO) I. (2.17) 
In order to prove (2.15) it suflicies to prove @A) d(A)= d(A) C?(A) = I. 
To show the equality d(A) G(A) = Z, we need to prove 
C?(n) x E D(A,) for each x E X (2.18) 
and 
(%Z- AO-I”, e’:’ dq(s)) C?(i) x = x. 
Let EBO and put A,,=&--‘(T(E)---I). Then for XEX, 
(2.19) 
A,,@R)x=E -I me~“T(&)G(t)*dz-E~‘SUe~;’ G(t) x dt 
0 
e -“‘G(t+&)xdt-EC’ 
dq(OG(s+t+t)ds xdt 
=E~‘(e”c-l){Xe~“‘G(t)xdt-e-‘~Ce~”G(t)xdt 
E 0 
-.I 
,cn 
e -~“.‘F(t,E),~dt=II+z2+13, (2.20) 
0 
where EF(~, E) = G(r + E) - T(E) G(t). Using (2.4) we express eF(t, E) as 
EF(t, C)= T(t+c)+j;+’ T(t+c-.r)/’ dq(t)G(s+[)ds 
/I 
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z 
j I 
‘+‘T(t+l:-s)j’ dr/(<)G(s+4:)ds 
Ir 
= j’ T(E-s) jn dq(()G(s+t+<)ds. (2.21) 
0 Ii 
Clearly lim, -0+ I, = A&i) x and lim, -0+ Zz = -x. We now calculate I,. 
First we shall show that 
exists for a.e. I E R+ 
and 
i 
0 
lim F(r, E) x = &(s’) G(C + t) .y a.e. t E R’. (2.22) 
/ -n+ h 
Since E(t) x = JO,? dq(s) G(s + t) x is piecewise strongly continuous on R+, 
it is evident that E( .) .YE Lp(R+; A’). Hence by the Lebesgue’s density 
theorem [38, Chap. I], we have 
Iim a-~’ 
f -n+ f 
I’ j/E(t+s)x-E(t)xlj &=O a.e. te R+. (2.23) 
0 
Let t be a (Lebesgue) point such that (2.23) holds. Then 
<ME-’ p& lIE(t+s)x-E(t)xll ds 
T(E-.S)dY-z 
> II 
E(t)x ; (2.24) 
the first term of (2.24) tends to 0 as E + 0 +, since t is a Lebesgue point; the 
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second term of (2.24) tends to 0 as E + O+, since T(t) + I strongly as 
t -+ O+. This shows (2.22). From (2.21) and (2.5) we can easily derive the 
estimate 
I/ F( I, &)/I < const . eYO” + ’ ) = const . eYo’, f>O 
for O<s< 1. Hence ep”’ F( t, E) x is uniformly integrable in E E (0, 1 ] on R + 
if Re A > yO. Thus by the Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem and 
v-22), 
dt 
= s,: eif L dq(s) G(t + s) .‘i dt 
(Fubini’s theorem) 
Then d(A) .Y E @A,) and 
A, e(i) x = ji?(i) x-x -so e” dq(s) (?(A) x, 
h 
so that 
(j.r-a,-jl),~~~.~d~(~))d(~)x=n(i)~(~”)x=x, 
Since d(A) = (II-A,)[I- R(i; A,) JO,, e”” dq(s)] and 
~lR(i;A,)jn~e’.d~(s)ll<1 forReA>y,, 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
x E X. (2.27) 
the bounded inverse [Z- R(3,; A,) jth eis dq(s)] - ’ exists. Hence by (2.27) 
e(j.) x = I- R(& A,) jyh ei, dq(s)]-’ R(R; A,) x, x E X. (2.28) 
Next we shall show the converse relation 
@$4(;l)x=x for each x E D(A,). (2.29) 
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Let x0 E D(A,) and consider the function 
~;(r)=G(t)A,x,+~~ G(t+s)dq(s)x,. 
-h 
(2.30) 
The function v(t) is Laplace transformable for Re 1” > wo. Then it follows 
from (2.28) and (2.30) that 
ti(lb) = G(),) 
( 
Ao + ln, eis dqts)) xo 
= 
L 
r-R(i;Ao)~~he~~~~(~)]-‘R(i;A,)(~o+~~,,e~~~~(s))x, 
= 
L 
z- R(A; Ao) jn,, eis dq’ R(A; Ao) 
x{-(~z-Ao-j~he”‘~~(s))+)I)r, 
x 
i 
I- R(i; A,) In, 
1 
e’.” 4(s)] x0 
Therefore, by (2.31) via the uniqueness of Laplace transforms [21, p. 6261 
we have 
G(t) x0 = x0 + 
H 
’ G(s)A,x~+~~ G(s+t)dq(S)x,jdr a.e. tER+ 
0 -h 
(2.32) 
By the strong continuity of G(t), (2.32) holds for all f~ R+. At the same 
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time, we know that G(t) x,, is of bounded variation on any finite interval in 
R+ if x0 E D(A,). Equation (2.32) implies that G(f) x0 is strongly differen- 
tiable for a.e. t E R+ and satisfies 
~G(i)xo=G(r)Aoxo+~~hG(t+~~dii(~)r, a.e. ?E R+. (2.33) 
Here we shall show an interesting commutative relation 
AoG(r)xo+jo dq(s)G(t+s)x, 
-h 
= G(t) Aox, + so G(t + s) dv(s) xo a.e. tE Ri (2.34) 
ph 
by using (2.33). To obtain (2.34) we transform A,,G(t) x0 as follows: 
A,,:G(r) -K~=E-‘(~-(E) G(r) xl,- G(r) x0) 
=c '(G(~+E)-K~~-G(~).K~) 
--c ’ 1’ T(i:-if ~~(5)G(s+t+4:)~“d~~. (2.35) 
0 h 
As shown in (2.22), the last term in (2.35) tends to J”,? dq(s) G(t + S) x0 as 
E+O+. By (2.33), E~‘(G(~+E)x~-G(~)x~) + (d/df)G(t)x, strongly as 
E-O+ for a.e. tER+. That is, G(t) x0 E D(A,) for a.e. t E R+, G(r) x0 is 
strongly differentiable for a.e. t E R + and satisfies 
; G(t) x0 = A,G(t) x0 + ” d/(s) G( t + s) x,, a.e. ttz R+. (2.36) 
ph 
From (2.33) and (2.36) the relation (2.34) follows. 
Taking Laplace transforms of both sides of (2.34) and using that A, is 
closed, we obtain 
(2.37) 
Adding the term &(1)x, both sides of (2.37), we see that 
xo=(~I-Ao-J~he’sdtf(s))~(l)xo 
&(A) L&AOJh 
( 
eRs &j(s) ) x0 = G(A) A(L) x0, x0 E 4‘40). 
409/12712-14 
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This shows (2.29). Hence (2.15) is proved for Re A> y,,. By analytic con- 
tinuation via Lemma 2.1, (2.15) is also true for Re A> oO. 
As noted above G(t) x,, is of bounded variation on any compact interval 
in R+ for x0 E D(A,). Then (2.16) follows from the inverse Laplace trans- 
form formula [26, Chap. VI; 32, Chap. II]. Thus the proof is finished. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let x,, E D(A,). Then G(t) x,ED(A,) for a.e. t E R+, 
G(t) x0 is strongly differentiable for a.e. t E R+ and satisfies 
~G(~)x,=A,G(~)x,+~~ dq(s)G(t+s)x, a.e. tE R’. (2.38) 
II 
Moreover the following commutative relation holds: 
AoG(t)xo+ji; d~(s)G(t+s)xo=G(t)Aoxo+~o G(t+s)dq(s)xo, 
h -h 
a.e. TV R+, xo~D(Ao). (2.39) 
If A, is bounded, then 
j” dq,Js)G(t+s)=j” G(t+s)dqo(s) for all t > 0. (2.40) 
h 12 
The commutative formula (2.39) of G(t) and (A,, q) is equivalent to the 
commutativity of d(i) and 6(A). The relation (2.40) is well known in finite- 
dimensional space (cf. [S]) and a proof of (2.40) by using the semigroup 
approach is given in [9]. 
Remark 2.4. The retarded resolvent R(J.; A,, r]) satisfies 
/ cl’ 
l,z 
R(i.;A,,,q) <M.n!(Rei-o,)‘“+” for Re).>o,,n=0,1,2 ,..., 
il 
llR(& A,,, q)” /I < M(Re i. - ;jo) ~” for Rej.>y,,n==0,1,2 ,.... 
and 
lim R(& A,, q) s = x for .YE X. 
Re i -+ F- 
The above properties of R(1; A,, g) correspond to the converse statement 
of the Hille-Yosida theorem on the generation of Co-semigroup [38,45]. 
2.3. Elementary Adjoint Theory 
In this subsection we give an element of adjoint theory for (E) under the 
assumption that X is reflexive. For the case where X is not reflexive, we can 
give some similar adjoint theory to that given below (see [33, 35-J). 
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Let g, =(~~,,~‘,)EM,(Z,;X)*=X* xL,.(Z,;X*), f*~Ly(R+;x*), 
l/p + I/p’ = 1, l/q + l/q’ = 1, 1 <p, q < co. The “formal” adjoint equation 
(AE) on X* is defined by 
dw( t) 
-=A,f%(t)+j” dv*(s)w(r+s)+f,(t) 
dt 
a.e. 130 (2.41 
- Ir 
w(0) =g”,, M’(S) =g$) a.e. s E C-h, 0). (2.42 
Since X is reflexive, it is shown in [35] that the adjoint operator A,* 
generates a Co-semigroup r*(t) on X* which is the adjoint of 7’(t), t 3 0. 
Hence we can construct the fundamental solution G,(t) of (AE) as the 
(unique) solution of 
T*(r)+j’T*(r-.r)r(i dq*([)G.J5+s)d.s, t30 
G,(t) = 
0 h (2.43) 
0, t < 0. 
We denote by G*(t) the adjoint of G(t). Then it is proved in [33] that 
G*(t) = G,(t), t E R’. This implies that G*(t) is strongly continuous on R+. 
We now assume that the adjoint D*(s) of D(s) satisfies 
~*(~)~L,(z,,; ax*)), l/p+ l/p’= I. (2.44) 
Then the mild solution w(t) of (AE) exists and is represented by 
II.(I)=M.(I;S*,~*)=~‘G*(T-s)f*(s)d.~ 
0 
+ C*WgO, + j” V(s) g:(s) ds , 
i ! 
(2.45) 
I! 
where 
V:(s)= i c*(t-----h,)AP~~~,,,,o,(~) 
i-=1 
+I’ G*(t-s+C)D*(t)dt, a.e. sfzIh. (2.46) 
h 
If A, is bounded, then G*(t) also satisfies 
I- ‘G*(t-s)r/;(-s)ds, 
I 
t30 
G*(t) = 0 
0, t<O (2.47) 
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and w(t;f,, g,) in (2.45) is rewritten as 
w(t;f,, g,)=J’G*(t-sjf&) ds 0 
G*(f)g’:, +I’,, d, j-i G*(r-O vo*(s-t) d4 
(2.48) 
Remark 2.5. The operator V,*(s) in (2.46) is not identical with the 
adjoint of U,(s) in (2.7). 
The following theorem is a consequence from the results in Subsec- 
tion 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.3. (i) i.Ep(A,,, ye) if and only {f 1 (complex conjugate) E 
~(47, rl*) and 
R(i,; A,, q)* = R@; A,*, y*). (2.49) 
(ii) Both retarded resoluent sets p(Ao, q) and p(A,*, q*) contain the 
halfplane {JEC’: Re,I>o,}, where coo is given in (2.14). 
(iii) 
R(L;Ad,~*)={oEe-r’G*(r)dt for Rel>w,. (2.50) 
(iv) Go, v) = a(A,*, I?*). 
(v) For each x$ ED(A$), t >O, and p>o,, 
1 /i + 'i' 
G*(t) x$ = s-lim - 
7-r 271i s 
e”‘R(& A,*, u]*) x;dL. (2.51) 
pli> 
(vi) i”xz ED(A$), then G*(t) x$ ED(A$ a.e. tE R+, G*(t) xz is 
absolutely continuous and strongly differentiable for a.e. t E R + and satisfies 
;G*(t)x,+G*(t)A;x;+j’ G*(t+s)dq*(s)x$ 
-h 
=A$G*(t)x$+j’ dq*(s)G*(t+s)x,* a.e. t 30. (2.52) 
h 
(vii) Zf A, is bounded, then w( t;f*, g,) in (2.48) is a unique strong 
solution of (AE). 
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3. EXACT POINTWISE COMPLETENESS AND EXACT REACHABILITY 
In what follows we assume that X is reflexive. We study the properties of 
attainable sets for the equation (E) by means of the mild solution. We 
define the sets &!, gr, and 9, at time t by 
4 = { x(t; 0, 8): g E M/AI,; w f, (3.1) 
Br= {x(t;f, 0):fE L:““(R+; X)}, (3.2) 
2 I =.d,++ 0 (3.3) 
where x(t;,f, g) denotes the mild solution (2.8). We remark that B,, c $I(? if 
t, d t,. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The equation (E) is said to be 
(i) exactly pointwise complete in time t (resp. in finite time) if 
s&=X (resp. U,,0C4=X); 
(ii) exactly reachable in time t (resp. in finite time) if 2, =X 
(resp. U,,OA?,=X). 
From the above definition, exact pointwise completeness in time t means 
that for any x0 E X and f~ Ly( R + ; X), there exists a g E M,(Z, ; X) such 
that x(t;,f, g) =x0; this is the case of usual pointwise completeness in 
Euclidean space. The following abstract result [45, p. 2081 is used to derive 
some equivalent conditions for exact pointwise completeness and exact 
reachability. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X and W he Banach spaces, and A be a closed linear 
operator on a dense domain D(A) c W into X. Then the image of A fills X if 
and only if A* has a continuous inverse. Furthermore if A E 2’( W, X), then 
the existence of continuous inverse of A* is equivalent to 
II-y* /I z,s d K IIA *x* II we for all x*EX* andsome K>O. (3.4) 
It should be noted that the reflexivity of X and W is unnecessary 
(cf. [ 17, p. 55; 203). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let p, q E [ 1, a). Then the equation (E) is exactly 
reachable in time t if and only if there exists K, > 0 such that 
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11x* II * 6 K, Max ! 
‘14’ 
I/G*(s) x*11$ ds 3 llG*(t) x*/lz+c, 
’ jlU:(s) x* II$ ds , x* E x*, (3.5) 
I1 
where l/p + l/p’= 1 and l/q+ l/q’= 1. 
Here in (3.5) the operator U,?(s) is given by 
,,I 
U:(s)= C A,*G*(t-s-h,)~c~~r,,o,(~) 
r=l 
+ s ’ D*(t)G*(t-s+S)dt a.e. SE I,. (3.6) h 
Proof Let W be the direct sum of Ly( [0, t]; X) and M,,(Z,?; X) whose 
norm I/. I/ w is introduced by 
IIU s)ll Iv= ll.fllq.CO. r1+ lI&p(l,,:X)’ 
We define the operator x: W + X by 
.w;(.f, g) = w+ %s for (.fi 8) E W (3.7) 
where e : L,( [0, t]; X) -+ X and CC?{ : M,,( I,? ; A’) -+ X are given respectively 
by 
f(s) d.p for ,/‘E Ly( [IO, 1 I; w (3.8) 
and 
Y,g=G(r)g’+j’ U,(s)g’(s)ds for g = (go, g’) E M,(Z,; X). (3.9) 
~ /I 
It is evident that x is linear and bounded. From (3.7))(3.9) we see that the 
image of G$ coincides with %,. Then the exact reachability in time t is 
equivalent to G~!J W) = Im x = A’. Since p, q # co, the adjoint space W* of 
W is represented by W* = L,( [0, t]; X*) x M,(I,, ; X*) whose norm is 
given by 
For each x*EX* we see that X,*x* =(FT x*, 9: X*)E W* and 
RT E 9(X*, L,.( [0, t]; A’*)) and 9: E 2(X*, MJZ,; X*)) are given by 
3; x* = G*( .) I* and $9: x* = (G*(t) x*, U:( .) x*), (3.11) 
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respectively. Since G*(t) is strongly continuous and (2.6) is satisfied, then 
by the Hausdorff-Young inequality and (3.6) we can verify 
U:( .)EL,(~,,; 9(X*)). Thus the conclusion of this theorem follows from 
(3.10) and (3.11) via Lemma 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let p E [ 1, CD). Then the equation (E) is exactly 
pointwise complete in time t if and only if there exists M, > 0 such that 
II-x*ll,<M,Max llKY4x*IIp; ds)‘” ), x* E A-*, 
where l/p + l/p’ = 1. 
(3.12) 
If D(s) = 0 on I,,, then it is easily seen that G(t) = T(t) for t E [0, h,]. The 
following corollary will be obvious from Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let p, q E [ 1, 03). If D(s) = 0 on I,, and A, generates a 
Co-group, then (E) is exactly rearhahle and exact/y pointwise complete in 
each tE [0, h,]. 
We next give equivalent conditions for exact reachability and exact 
pointwise completeness to those given above in the Hilbert space case. 
Assume that X is a Hilbert space with inner product ( , )x. As usual 
we identify X and X*. Then the spaces M, = Xx L,(Z, ; X) and 
W, =L2( [0, t]; X) x M, are Hilbert spaces endowed with the inner 
products 
respectively. 
Let us now define the operators 2, and 3 in 9(X) by 
9, = & 3-p = j-’ G(s) G*(s) ds + G(t) G*(t) + i‘” U,(s) U:(s) ds (3.13) 
0 - I1 
and 
g=‘e,%:=G(t)G*(t)+J’ U,(s) U:(s)ds. 
- I1 
(3.14) 
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These operators give the analog of controllability Grammian in finite- 
dimensional control theory. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let X he a Hilbert space and p = q = 2. Then the 
equation [E] is exactly reachable (resp. exactly pointwise complete) in time t 
if and &zly if there exists K, > 0 such that 
<%X, x)x> K, llxl12 for all x E X 
(rev. <9,x, x),> K, llxl12 for all x E X). 
Proof: Since p = 2, we see that 9, and 8 are well defined by (2.6). The 
assertion of the corollary is immediate from 
(9,x,x),= (3yx:x, x),= (x:x, x:x>, 
= Il-x:avp <qx, x>,= II+wla,? 
and Lemma 3.1. 
Lastly, in this section we are concerned with negative results for exact 
reachability and exact pointwise completeness. Such a fact for mild 
solutions in infinite-dimensional control systems without time delays is 
proved by Triggiani [42,43], in which some types of compactness of 
operators are assumed. We shall show that a similar situation can be 
viewed for our retarded equation (E). 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose F( .) E L,( [0, t]; 9(X)) for each t > 0. Zf 
T(t) is compact for all t > 0 (3.15) 
then the operator R(t) = j:, T( t -s) F(s) ds is compact ,for all t > 0. 
Proof. We can write R(t) as 
R(t)=T(E)R(t-E)+j,f~ET(t-r)F(s)ds for EE (0, t]. 
By the compactness of T(E), T(E) R(t - E) is compact and 
IIJ 
r 
T(t -s) F(s) ds < 
II ( 
SUP IIW) j-’ /I T(s)ll ds 4 0 as E+O+. 
I-E SE [O,l] 0 
Hence R(t) is also compact as a limit of compact operators [26, p. 491. 
It is easily seen by Lemma 3.2 and (2.4) that the condition (3.15) implies 
the compactness of G(t) for all t > 0. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let p, q E (1, KJ] and (3.15) be satisfied. Then both e and 9, 
are compact for all t > 0. 
Proof: First we shall show the compactness of e. For E E (0, t] we 
introduce the operator 9;: Ly( [0, t]; X) + X by 
p/q G( t - s)f(s) ds. 
Since q # 1, we have by Holder inequality that 
(1 ef- F;,fll d j’ IIG(s)((“’ ds 
0 
)“’ (j; Ilf(s)ll” ds)“” 
G SUP llG(s)ll llfl/Y,C~.tl .E”“‘. 
YE [O. /1 > 
Hence II z - 9:/l -+ 0 as E + 0 + The operator 9; can be decomposed as 
$Z;f= T(E) ‘-’s G(t-E-s)f(s)ds 0 
+j’-‘(j’: T(E-v) jr, dy(t)G(v+t-E-s+{)dv f(s)ds, (3.16) 
0 0 > 
where we use the relation (2.21). We define the operator 
.%;: Lp( [0, t]; X) -+ X by the last term in (3.16). Clearly ~8’; is bounded 
and 
F;= T(E)~!@-,x~,,..~,+Y?:. (3.17) 
Since E -E is bounded and T(E) is compact, the first term in the right-hand 
side of (3.17) is compact. On the other hand, using Holder inequality again 
we obtain 
. SUP IIG(s)ll dv lI.f(s)II ds .s E [O, IJ > > 
~MZe(‘o+‘““.t”q’.Var~.IjfIIy,10 r,.~, 
so that II 9; II -+ 0 as E + 0 + . Therefore z is compact as a uniform limit of 
compact operators. 
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Next we shall show the compactness of ??(. Since G(t) is compact, it 
remains to prove the compactness of 9: : L,(Zh; X) + X given by 
9; g’ = so Ur(s) g’(s) ds for g’ E: &(I,; X). 
-h 
Using Fubini’s theorem, 9: gl( .) is transformed as 
%)g’(.)=j’G(r-s)(f ~~O,h,,(S)~Igl(S-h,))ds 
0 r= I 
= 
.r 
’ G(r - s)(.Y’g’)(s) ds, 
0 
where .Y: L,(Zh ; X) + L,,( [0, t]; X) is given by 
F?l F 
(.Yg’ )(s) = 1 x co,~,,b) Arg’b - k) + x10. /,,b) j--, NO g’(t + s) 4 
r=, 
a.e. seZh. (3.18) 
By similar calculations as above it follows from (3.18) that 
Hence ,4p is bounded. Because the operator e is compact, the composition 
e~j~V:= 9; is also compact. 
We remark that Lemma 3.3 does not hold if p = 1 or q = 1. We are now 
ready to prove the following result on the lack of exact reachability. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let X be infinite dimensional and let p, q E (1, ~~1. Zf T(f) 
is compact ,for all t > 0, then (E) is never exactlv reachable in fkite time. 
Proof: Let R,,,,, = X,JS;), where S; is the closed ball in 
Ly( [0, n]; X) x M,(Z,; X) of radius m with center the origin (0,O). Then 
U ,,O “A, = UE,,=, R,,,. Since &(J g) = gf+ %,g, G$ is compact for all 
t > 0 by Lemma 3.3. Hence the closure Cl(R,,) is compact in X for each n, 
r?r = 1, 2, . . . . Since X is infinite dimensional, Cl(R,,,) cannot contain any 
open ball and hence is nowhere dense in X. This implies by the Baire 
category theorem that 
X- u Cl(L)+ 0. (3.19) 
,z. m = I 
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The trivial inclusion U,, 0 &?, c UFm = , Cl(R,,,) plus (3.19) imply that (E) 
is never exactly reachable in finite time. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let X be infinite dimensional and let p E (1, co]. If T(t) 
is compact for all t > 0, then (E) is never exactly pointwise complete in finite 
time. 
Remark 3.1. The compactness of T(t) is satisfied for large classes of dis- 
tributed systems, e.g., the infinitesimal generator A, is a realization of the 
Laplace operator on a bounded domain whose eigenvalues are all negative. 
Detailed properties of such a semigroup are discussed in [7]. 
4. DEGENERATE SPACE AND APPROXIMATE POINTWISE COMPLETENESS 
In this section we study the structure of the sets :‘R, and c&, in terms of 
their orthogonal complements. We introduce the following sets in X*: 
:@~={.K*EX*: (x,x*)=0 for all x E 2, ), (4.1) 
.d:=j.K*EX*: (x,x*)=0 for all ?s E S$ }. (4.2) 
We shall call the closed linear subspace ,tif the degenerate space at time t. 
As is well known X= Cl(&,)@,d: if X is a Hilbert space, where 0 
denotes the direct sum (cf. [29, p. 2523). This suggests us that it is natural 
to study the structure of *.&“f- in order to solve the degeneracy problem. 
DEFINITION 4.1. The equation (E) is said to be approximately pointwise 
complete in time t if Cl(&) =X or equivalently, ~2~ = (0). 
Let E;T, and E,T, denote the sets 
ET0 = Ker G*(t), (4.3 1 
and 
E,T,= (x*6X*: U:(s)x*=O a.e. seZh}, (4.4) 
respectively. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let p E [ 1, CC ). Then sd: = ET0 n ET,. Especially the 
equation (E) is approximately pointwise complete in time t if and only if 
EF,n E,T, = (0). 
ProoJ: By the well-known duality theorem [39, p. 471, we have 
.JzZ:= (Im gr)-’ =Ker g,?. Let x*~Ker$!?,? and PE [l, a). Then by (3.11), 
G*(t) x* = 0 and U,*( .) x* =0 in L,.(I,,; X*) (4.5) 
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and hence x* E ET0 n ET,. So that Ker 3: c I?& n E:,. The reverse 
inclusion I$, n ET, c Ker 3: is evident from (3.11). 
Remark 4.1. If D(s) = 0 on I,, then x* E E:, if and only if 
C&+,A,*G*(t-s-h,)x*=Ofors~[-A,+,, -h,],j=O, l,..., m-l. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let X be a Hilhert spuce andp = 2. Then ,d: = Ker .$, 
btthere 9r is given in (3.14). Especially (E) is approximately pointwise com- 
plete in time t tf and only if Ker q = {0}, or equivalently 9$ is self-adjoint 
and positive on X. 
The following theorem gives a beautiful characterization of the 
degenerate space. Compare the results by Kappel [27, Theorem 2.11 and 
Zmood and McClamroch [46, Theorem 21. 
THEOREM 4.1. The following relations are true: 
(i) cd: = nrc,sr+h Ker G*(s); 
(ii) .JR: = {0} for all t > 0. 
Proof First we shall show 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
n Ker G*(s) = ET0 n E;T,. 
,>, 
(4.8) 
Since (E) is autonomous, and G(s) =0 for s<O, we have by (2.8) that 
G(t+s)=G(t)G(s)+ j” U,([)G(s+t)dl for all s 3 0. (4.9) 
h 
Suppose x* E ET. n ET,. Then by (4.9) 
G*(t+s)x*=G*(s)G*(t)x*+j’O,~G*(~+s) U:(<)x*dt=O 
for all ~30. (4.10) 
This shows X* E n,\ >, , Ker G*(s). Conversely, assume x* E (7,s, Ker G*(s). 
Evidently x* E EF,. Put 
k(s) = j” G*(s + i”) U:(4) x*d& s 3 0. 
h 
Then it follows by a change of the variables of integration that 
k(s)=j; G*(.sF~) W,?(~)x*d~=O, s 3 0, (4.11 ) 
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where 
a.e. SE [0, h] 
s> h. 
(4.12) 
Since W:( .) x* E L,(R+; X*) and G*(s) satisfies the similar estimate as in 
(2.5) we have by applying the convolution theorem on Laplace transforms 
to (4.11) and using Theorem 2.3(iii) that 
l(i) = R(i; A,*, q*) @T(n) x* = 0 for Re JW > wO. (4.13) 
Here I@,!(),) denotes the Laplace transform of W,?(s). Multiplying the 
operator d(& A,*, q*) from the left to (4.13) we obtain 
E(T(E,) x* = 0 for ReE.>w,. (4.14) 
By the uniqueness of Laplace transforms we have from (4.12) and (4.14) 
that U,?(s) x* = 0 a.e. s E I,,, and hence x* E ET,. This proves (4.8). From 
Proposition 4.1 we know .d: = n,, >, Ker G*(s). Now we can show (4.6). It 
sufficies to prove n,.,,.,+,, Ker G*(s)c n,,, Ker G*(s). Since (AE) is 
autonomous, then by (2.45) we have 
G*(s+t+h)=G*(s)G*(r+h)+[” V,:(l)G*(t+h+5)dt, 
11 
s 3 0. 
(4.15) 
Hence if x* E n,c,,<,+h . . Ker G*(s), then by (4.15) 
G*(t+h+s)x*=O for all s 3 0; 
so that x* E n,,, Ker G*(s). Therefore (4.6) is proved. 
Next we show the assertion (ii). By the duality theorem and (4.8) 
= 02, ( 
Ker G*(s) A n Ker G*(s) = n Ker G*(s). (4.16) 
. . > ( .\ 2 I > s 3 0 
Let x*E~I?:. Then by (2.43) and (4.16), T*(t) x* =0 for any t >O and 
hence x* = 0 by letting t + 0. This proves (4.7). 
Another proof of Theorem 4.1(i) in the case where A0 is bounded. In this 
case we can give an elegant proof which is based on Kappel’s idea [27]. 
The inclusion zJ: c flsa, Ker G*(s) is easily shown as in the above proof. 
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We shall show the reverse inclusion. Since G(t) satisfies (2.11) in this case, 
we have for any s E [ --A, 0] 
j’G(r-:)qo(s-&i(= r‘Glr-i’)rl,js-5)dS+I-G(r-.~) (4.17) 
0 - 0 
as in [27]. Let x* E n,,, Ker G*(s). Then by (4.17) 
> 
*.Y* 
x*dt + x* - G*(t -s) x* 
for any sEI,. (4.18) 
Consider the class of g = (g”, g’) such that 
g”EX and glEC’(Zh;X) with g’(O)=g*(-h)=O. (4.19) 
Then it follows from (4.18) and (4.19) that 
(G(I)g”+~,,d,[j; G(f-t)rlo(s-t)& g’(.d,-y*, 1 
\ 
0 
= d, (g’(s), x*) = (g’(O), x*) - (g’(-h), x*> =O. (4.20) 
- I? 
Since the set of all g = (go, g’ ) satisfying (4.19) is dense in M,(Z, ; A’), the 
nullity (4.20) with Eq. (2.12) implies (x, x*) = 0 for any x = x(t; 0, g) E .&, 
and hence x*E.&‘~=E;~~E;T,. Thus n,.,KerG*(s)c.ol:. 
Theorem 4.1 says that the degenerate space is monotonically increasing 
in t. 
COROLLARY 4.2. The equation (E) is approximately pointwise complete 
in time t>O ifandonly ifr),<,r,+,,KerG*(s)={O}. . . 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let X he a Hilbert space and p = 2, and let 
9’:= ‘G(t+s)G*(t+s)ds. 
s 0 
(4.21) 
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Then S: = Ker py. Especially the equation (E) is approximately pointwise 
complete in time t if and only if 9: is self-adjoint and positive on X. 
The following two corollaries give some necessary and/or sufficient 
conditions for degeneracy. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let 
E;,={x*tX*:i;,, dq*(t)G*(t-s+t)x*=O a.e. SEZ,, (4.22) 
I 
Then 
WA,*) n df = ET,, E,To n EFz n D(A,*) c &:. (4.23) 
Proox This corollary follows directly from Theorem 2.3(vi). Remark 
that U:(s) #Jth dq*(<) G*(t-s+ 5) in general. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let A, he bounded. Then 
a?; = ET0 n Er2, Z-q:(-h)/‘G*(s)ds 
0 
Proof: The first equality in (4.24) is immediate from Corollary 4.4. We 
shall show the second inclusion in (4.24). Suppose x* E JZZ: and x E X. By 
(2.11) and (4.6) we have for s>t+h 
0 = (x, G*(s) x* ) = (G(s) x, x* ) 
Since x E X is arbitrarily chosen, x* E Ker(l- y$( -h) 1; G*(s) ds). 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let Y be a Hilbert space and A’= L2([0, I]; Y). We 
define the semigroup T(t) on X by 
T(t) x=g; 
if O<s+t,< 1 
if s+t>l. 
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It is easy to see that T(t) is a C,-semigroup on X such that T(t) = 0 for 
t > 1 and its inlinitesimal generator A, is given by 
D(A,)= {XEL,([O, 11; Y): XE iq’([O, 1-J; Y),x(l)=O). 
Aox=ix for x E D(A,). 
Instead of L2( [0, 11; Y) we write L, for brevity. We can verify by simple 
calculations that 
n Ker T*(s) = (0) 
O<.t<l 
and for each E E (0, 11, 
n Ker T*(S)= {.Y*EL~:x*=x~,~ ‘,.,,. Y for XEL>}. 
t. < ., < I 
We now consider the following delay-differential equation on L,: 
dY( 1) 
-=Aox(t)+A,x(t- 1) 
dt 
a.e. t > 0, 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
x(0) = go, x(s) =g’(s) a.e. s~[-1,O). 
When A, = Z, the fundamental solution G(t) of (4.27) is given by 
G(t)=7 T(t-n), t E [n, n + 11, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
In this case Eq. (4.27) is easily seen to be approximately pointwise com- 
plete in each time t > 0. Indeed, for any t > 0 we can choose a nonnegative 
integer n 3 t such that 
n Ker G*(S) c n Ker G*(S) 
S2, .,E,ll,m+ 1) 
=0,?,, 
Ker T*(s) = (0) (by (4.25 )). 
Next we study the case A, = T(t). In this case G(t) is given by 
tE [O, 11 
tE (1, t1 
t E (i, 00). 
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Then it follows from (4.26) that Eq. (4.27) with A, = r(i) is not 
approximately pointwise complete in each time t > 0 and the degenerate 
space at time t is given by 
(x*~L,:x*=~~,~,,,,x for XEL,} if O<t<& 
LX?;= 
(x*EL*:X*=X c,,z,,,x for XEL~} if $<t<l 
{x*~L~:x*=~~+_,,,,x for XEL~} if l<t<+ 
x* if tat. 
Note that the degenerate space is infinite dimensional for each t > 0. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let A, be bounded and the Stieltjes measure q(s) is given 
by ~(s)=x~ r, ,,(s) A,. If there exists an operator ZEN such that 
ZA,=O and A,=A,Z-ZA,, then J$: I Ker(Z* - eAz) n Ker Z* eAG. 
This fact can be proved by step-by-step calculations of mild solutions 
in terms of era0 at time t E [2, 33 as indicated in Charrier [ll, 121 (see 
also [2, Theorem 33 and [28, Theorem 4.43). In particular, let 
:;a:, . . . . x*,} c X* and supp ose that there exists a set { y,, . . . . yN} c X such 
(y,, -Yi+ > = s,.,, ( eAC)y,, x; ) = 0, ( eA”Aoyi, xf ) = 0 
for all j, k = 1, . . . . N, where 6,,, denotes the Kronecker’s 6. Then if A, is 
given by 
the inclusion S: 3 Cl(span{x:, . . . . xx}) holds. 
5. FULL DEGENERATE SET AND GENERALIZED EIGENFUNCTION 
In this section we investigate the structure of 
E*=Ud: (5.1) 
t>o 
with the help of spectral theory for (E). We shall call E* the full degenerate 
set. Let x* E E*. The degeneracy time t(x*) of x* is defined by 
t(x*) = inf t: x* E fi Ker G*(s) 
{ I s 2 * 
(5.2) 
It is evident that for any X* E E* we have X* E&: for t 3 t(x*). 
409;‘127!2-15 
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Throughout this section it is assumed that X is a Hilbert space and p = 2. 
The following lemma gives an infinite-dimensional version of the 
Payley-Wiener theorem on finite Laplace transforms (cf. [ 19, pp. 238, 
241; 27, Lemma 2.1; 34, p.13; 41, Chap. 291). 
LEMMA 5.1. Let k(A) he an X-valued entire function qf exponential type, 
i.e., there exists a, h > 0 such that 
llk(~)ll da.exp(h IiJ) ,for J,EC’. (5.3) 
Then there exist t,, tb > 0 and a measurable function K: R’ +A’ such that 
K(t)=Ofor t$ C-t;, t,] and 
k(A)== r, Ci’K(t)dt, AEC’, 
zf and only if there exists a [jO E R’ such that 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
Furthermore if we choose 
t;= lim sup 1 log Ilk(r)lI 
i:+ r,(fR’ 4 
and 
to = lim sup i log Ijk( -<)I/, 
; - X.<ER’ 
(5.6) 
then these numbers cannot be replaced by smaller ones. 
Proof: The usual statement of the Paley-Wiener theorem in Euclidean 
space [ 191 is contained for the case PO = 0. By a change of variables 
i. + A- PO it is possible to remove f10 = 0 even in infinite-dimensional space. 
Now we can follow the arguments in [19] to show this lemma for the 
Hilbert space setting. So the detailed proof is omitted. 
Remark 5.1. Let k(A) be given by a finite Laplace transform (5.4) with 
tb = 0. Then the estimate (5.3) can be replaced by ilk( < y exp( - 6 Re A) 
for Re A < 0; Ilk( < y for Re I. 2 0; with some y > 0 and 6 > 0, provided 
that k(l) is entire [ 19, p. 2251. 
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For the square integrability of retarded resolvent on a line parallel to the 
imaginary axis, we require the assumption 
H: There exist constants LYE R’, /I > i, and C> 0 such that 
p(A,) 2 {A: Re 1” 3 a} and 
IINk Ao)lI d C(1 + IW”? ImA=&ReA>x. (5.7) 
For such examples of A, satisfying H we refer to [ 30, Chap. T]. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let H he satisfied. Then there exist positive numbers M, and 
x,, such that 
IINk A,, a)ll dM,(l + ltlIm ‘j, Im 1. = r, Re ;I 3 rO. (5.8) 
Proqf: Since 
we can choose 3’ > y0 satisfying 
e” dv(s) 
From (5.7) and (5.9) it follows that 
e” dy(s) 
I ) 
Nib; 4,) 
II 
I 62 for Re L3a’. (5.9) 
<2C(l + 151)~“, Imi,=4,ReA>cc,, 
where ~1~ = max(cr, CI’). Hence (5.8) is shown. 
If the function R(& A,*, n*) x* can be extended analytically on whole C’ 
for some x* E X*, R(n; A,*, q*) x* is called entire. Thus we have the follow- 
ing characterization of E* (see 127, Theorem 2.23). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let the assumption H be satisfied. Then 
E*={x*EX*:R(~.;A$,~*) x* is entire and of exponential type}. (5.10) 
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Moreover, if x* E E* then 
t(x*)= limsup +log IIR(-t;A,*,q*)x*Il. 
(+Z,{ER’ 
(5.11) 
Proof. Let x* E E*. Then there exists a time to > 0 such that 
G*(s) x* = 0 for all s > to. 
Hence by Theorem 2.3(iii), 
~(1~; A,*, q*)x*= @epL’G*(t) x* dt 
s 
for Re %> wO. (5.12) 
0 
The right-hand side of (5.12) is entire, so that the function 
k(A) = R(A; A,*, q*) x* is entire and satisfies the estimate given in Remark 
5.1 with 
Y= sup IlG*b)x*ll to 
‘E co,101 1 
and 6 = to. 
So as noted in Remark 5.1, R(%; A,*, q*) x* is entire and of exponential 
type. This shows E* is contained in the right-hand side of (5.10). 
Next suppose that R(A; A,*, q*) x* is entire and of exponential type. 
Since H is satisfied, we have by Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 2.3(i) that 
‘XI < s ~3c Mo Ilx*/12(1 + lW2” & < ~0 
(5.13) 
for some czo. It shall be evident from Remark 2.4 (notice that 
llR(A; A,*, q*)jl is bounded in the right-half plane) that 
t;= limsup ilog llR(r;A,*,q*)x*ll =O. 
<-s.ttR’ 
Hence by Lemma 5.1, there exist a function K: R + -+ X and a time to > 0 
such that K(t) = 0 for t $ [0, to] and 
R(&A,*,q*)x*= “ep”K(t)dt=JX’ep”‘G*(t)x*dt 
s 
for Re A large. 
0 0 
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This implies, by the uniqueness of Laplace transforms and strong con- 
tinuity of G*(t) that G*(t)x* =0 for all t > to. Therefore x*EE*. The 
equality (5.11) is now clear from Lemma 5.1 and (5.2). 
In what follows we shall state a spectral theory of (E) in the space 
M, = Xx &(I,; X) which will be used later. We simply denote by x(t; g) 
the mild solution x(t; 0, g) of (E). Define the operator S(t): M, + M, for 
t>O by 
S(t)g=(x(t;g),x(t+ .;g)) for gEMz. (5.14) 
The operator S(t) is well defined by (2.9) and the basic properties of S(t) 
are given by the following. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. (i) The family of operators (S(t): t 3 0} is a C,-semi- 
group on M,. 
(ii) The infinitesimal generator As of S(t) is given by 
D(A,s)= {g=(gO,g’)EM,:g’E W:“(Z,,;X),g’(O)=g’ED(A,)} (5.15) 
and 
Asg = Aog’+ j:, 1 h(s) g’(s), $’ for g=(g’,g’)ED(A.). (5.16) 
(iii) The resolvent set p(A,), the point spectrum cr,(A,), the con- 
tinuous spectrum a&A,) and the residual spectrum a,(A,) of As are 
given by AAs) =P(Ao, rlh adAs) = ap(AO, ivr), a&A,) = adA,, ~1, and 
a,(A,) = aR(AO, v]), respectively. 
Proof: The proofs of (i) and (ii) can be carried out as in Bernir and 
Manitius [9, Appendix] (see also [24]). One difference in (ii) is to show 
go E D(A,), but this is shown already by Travis and Webb [40]. The asser- 
tion (iii) follows from the closed graph theorem and the structure of M,. 
We note that the singularities of the resolvent R(I; A,) of A, agree with 
those of the retarded resolvent R(l; A,, v]). 
Let 1, E a(A,) be an isolated point of a(A,) and let P, be the projection 
operator 
(5.17) 
where Tj. is a closed rectifiable curve containing I inside and all other 
points of a(A,) outside. The image of P, is denoted by &A and is called the 
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generalized eigenspace of A, corresponding to 1. We now define the dis- 
crete spectrum a,(A,) by 
a,(A,) = (,J E a(A,): jb is isolated and dim Aj. < co}. (5.18) 
Then by Proposition 5.1 (iii), od(AS) c a,(A,) and 
o,(A,) c {AE cr,(A,, q): ;I is a pole of R(n; A,, q)}. (5.19) 
By Taylor and Lay [39, Theorem 10.11, we obtain the next decomposition 
result. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let 3. E a,(A,) und let k, be the order of3, as a pole of 
R(p; A,, q). Then JIj = Ker(llZ- A,)‘/ and the ,following direct sum decom- 
position holds. 
M, = Ker(U- A,)k’@ Im(JZ- A,)k’. (5.20) 
Moreover the resolvent R(& A,) has the Laurent series expansion 
R(p;As)= f (P-~YQ, 
,I = -k, 
(5.21) 
in a neighborhood qf A, where 
(5.22) 
Clearly P, = Q-r and put Q, = Q-,. Then from the expression (5.22) (cf. 
Kato [29, p. 180]), it follows that 
Q-.=Q;- ‘, n = 2, . . . . k,, Qp = 0 (nilpotent), (5.23) 
f’,Q, = Qif’;. = QA, 
According to Delfour and Manitius 
E;,: X+M, by 
E,y = (y, e’“y) E M, 
ASP, = AP, - Q;.. (5.24) 
[18] we introduce the operator 
for y6X. (5.25) 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let i E @,(A,) and k, he given in Proposition 5.2. Then 
any element 4; in JH~ is of the form 
qbi=k'f'g!Ej,y,+,, 
j=. ./! dA’ 
(5.26) 
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where z= (y,, . . . . ykjJ, yi~D(Ao), i= 1, . . . . k,, solves the system of linear 
equations 
Proqf: The proof of this proposition is similar to that given in 
[ 18, Proposition 4.3 or 24, Chap. 71. 
Let m, be the number of linearly independent solutions z of the system 
(5.27). Then dim Jz’;, =m;. We shall write by (dj ,.,, ,.., 41,mj.} a basis of AJ, 
of the form (5.26). Since As&Zj,c~>., there exists an m, x mj, matrix A,. 
such that 
A,@;, = @;. A; and S(t)@j,=@j.e”/’ for t30, (5.28) 
where Qj. = (4; .,,, . . . . d;,,,,). Hence S(t) can be extended to an analytic 
group of ~j, because of (5.28). 
We now give the converse statement of Proposition 5.1 (ii) without proof. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let A, be the closed linear operator defined by (5.15) 
and (5.16). Then A, generates a C,-semigroup S(t) on M,. Moreover, if 
f(.)~Lp(R+;x) andgEM,, then 
.x(t;J;g)=ZZ, S(t)g+j’S(t-s)(f.(s),O)d.y , 
> 
t 3 0, (5.29) 
0 
where I7, denotes the projection of M, onto X. 
Remark 5.2. If A, has compact resolvent, or equivalently R(,l; A,, q) is 
compact for some AE~(A,, yl), then a(A,) is a countable set and 
G(A,~) = a,(A,) = o,(A,). This fact can be verified by a modification of the 
Riesz-Schauder theory. Notice that R(I; A,) is not necessarily compact 
even if R(1; A,,, q) is. 
In [31, Remark 5.31 Manitius pointed out an important relation 
between the pointwise completeness and the generalized eigenspace (see 
also [ 18, Remark 5.21). In M,-space setting on X= R” he proved that the 
pointwise completeness in any time t > 0 is equivalent to 
J7,span{&j.:AEa(A,)}=R”, (5.30) 
by using Henry’s theorem on “small solutions” [25]. The result is extended 
to the neutral case in C(Z, ; R”) by Fuchs [22, Theorem 2.13. Finally, in 
this paper we shall extend Manitius’ result to the infinite-dimensional case. 
Let i E cr,(A,) and $j, E %/Zj,. Combining (5.28) and (5.29) we can see that 
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the mild solution x(t; dj,) is defined on whole R’ and is analytic in t. For a 
subset /1 c a,(A,) we define the closed subspace M,,, by 
M 2,n =Cl(span{dA: AEn}). (5.31) 
Let us introduce the “partially” degenerate sets E2 and E);,O by 
E,*= u {x*EX: (.x(s;~),~*)~=O forall sat and REM,,,}, 
I>0 
(5.32) 
E);,,= {x*EX: (x(s;$),~*)~=O for all ~20 and $EM*,~}, 
(5.33) 
respectively. Obviously E);,. c E,* and E* c E);; however, we can prove 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A c a,(A,). Then the following facts hold. 
(i) 
E); = El;,0 = { .Y* E X: (X( t, ~j,), X* )x = 0 
for all tER’,l.EA andd;.E&;,}; (5.34) 
(ii) 
E* c E,* c (span{&‘, , , . . . . @,,: i E A})‘, (5.35) 
where qf~;,,=Z7,4,,~, i= 1, . . . . m,, and id,.,, . . . . dl,mi} is a basis of J%‘~; 
(iii) IfX= R”, then 
E* = EztAS, = (van{@,,, . . . . @,mj: 2~4A.d))~. (5.36) 
ProoJ Let x* E E;. Then by (5.32), there exists to > 0 such that 
(x(t; dJ> x*),=0 forall tZt0,1EA,and4,EJZA 
Since x( t; d,,), $j, E &A is analytic in t and (x(t; di), x* )X = 0 holds for all 
t E R’. Hence E,* c (the last set in (5.34)). The inclusion (the last set in 
(5.34)) c E,*, o follows immediately from (5.31) and the estimate (2.9). This 
shows (i). In (ii) it remains to prove the second inclusion in (5.35). And 
this can be seen by substituting t = 0 in (5.34) and using (5.29). In linite- 
dimensional space it is well known that a(A,) = o,(A,) = a,(A,). To prove 
the last statement (iii) we recall the following result by Henry 
[25, Corollary 21 (see also [31, Lemma 4.31). 
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Cl(Im s(t))=Cl(span{AL: AE~J(A~))). 
Suppose x* E (the right-hand side of (5.35)). Then 
(nod,, x*),=0 for all lea and ~).EJ?~., 
that is, 
(5.37) 
(Z7,span{Aj.: EL~o(AS)}, x*)~ 
= (span{dj.: LEE}, (x*, O)),,=O. (5.38) 
Applying (5.37) to (5.38) we obtain 
(Wm s(t)), (x*, O)),, = 0 for t > nh, 
so that by (5.29) 
(x(t; $1, x* >x= 0 forall t3nh and REM*. 
This means x* E JZ!’ c E* i.e (span(qPj , , . . . . $9 m. : II E g(A,)})’ c E*. 
Since the reverse incl%ion 1’, already shown in (ii), ‘the proof of (iii) is 
finished. 
COROLLARY 5.1. If there exists a set A c a,(A,) such that 
Cl(I7,,M,,,,) = X, then the equation (E) is approximately pointwise complete 
in each time t > 0. In particular, the approximate pointwise completeness of 
(E) in each time t > 0 holds if a,(A,) = a,(A,) and the generalized eigen- 
functions associated with (E) is complete in Mz, namely, 
Cl(span{&Z;.: ~~EcT,(A,)})=M,. 
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